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ABSTRACT 
Lie algebras which are isomorphic to central quotients of quatemion division 
algebras are investigated. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is an elementary result of Lie algebra theory that any three dimensional 
simple Lie algebra G is a central quotient of a generalized quatemion algebra 
Q; i.e., G = Q/kl. Here Q is a division algebra if and only if G is simple 
semiabelian, that is, if every proper subalgebra of G is abelian. In this paper 
we will investigate the structure of Lie algebras that are isomorphic to the 
central quotient of a quatemion division algebra over some finite extension of 
the underlying base field. Certain conditions of Cartan subalgebras and the 
associated Fitting decomposition prove to be intrinsic features of such quar- 
temionic Lie algebras. 
Throughout this paper, k will denote a field of characteristic not equal to 
2. If G is a Lie algebra of finite dimension over k with Cartan subalgebra H, 
we will frequently consider the so-called Fitting decomposition G = H@V of 
G relative to H (cf. [4]). Let N, = (0, 1,2,. . . >. 
LEMMA 1. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a perfect field 
k, and suppose that H c End,(V) is an abelian linear Lie algebra which acts 
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irreducibly on V. Then there is an element x0 in the associative algebra 
alg,(H) generated by H such that V= ({x6(v): i EN,}) Vu E V \ (0). In 
addition, V is x,-irreducible. 
Proof. According to the assumptions, A: =alg,(H) is a primitive, com- 
mutative k-algebra. Consequently A is a field, and since k is perfect, A: k 
proves to be a separable field extension. The theorem of the primitive element 
provides x0 E A such that A = k(x,)= k[x,]. Let v E V be a nonzero ele- 
ment, then ({~b(u): i E N,}) is o b viously a nonzero A-stable subspace of V 
and consequently equal to V. Finally, let W c V be a nonzero x,-stable 
subspaceofV.Pickanelementw~W\{O}.ThenV=({r~(w):i~~o}) 
c w. n 
REMARK. If V is finite dimensional over k and K is an extension field of 
k, then there is a unique homomorphism of K-algebras p: End,( V )@‘k K + 
End,(V@,K) such that p(~@a)=x@oid,Vx~V, Vti~ K. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K be an algebraic closure of the perfect field k. 
Suppose that H c End,(V) is an irreducibly acting abelian linear Lie algebra 
of a finite dimensional vector space V. Every endomorph&m x E H is 
assumed to be semisimple. Consider the canonical representation p : H @ li K 
--) End,(Vak K). Then there is a finite set R c Map(HBkK, K) such that 
V@,K= 03 hERWA, W, = {v E VakK: p(h)(u)= h(h)v Qh E HakK}, 
and dim,W,, = 1 vdh E R. 
Proof. It is a well-known result (cf. [4, p. 411) that Vak K decomposes 
ino a direct sum of Hak K-stable subspaces Vmk K = G3 h E RWA, W, = { v E 
V@kK:[~(h)-X(h)idv,,K]“(v)=O VhE HB~K}, n=dimkV. Since h is 
semisimple for every h E H, p(h) is diagonable for every h E H@ k K. Then 
h(h) is the only eigenvalue of p(h) on W,, and we obtain p(h)(v) = h(h)v 
~v~W~.AccordingtoLemma1thereisx,suchthatV=({x~(v):i~~~}) 
Vu E V \ (0). Let v be a nonzero element of V; then Vmk K is spanned by 
x6@idK(u@l) over K. It can be readily verified that x6@id,(wA)EKwx 
tlwhe W,. Thus, if v@l=XChERwh, we find VBkK= eAERKwh, proving 
dim,W,=lV’hER. n 
DEFINITION. Let G be a Lie algebra over k. Then G is called ad-semisim- 
ple if ad, is semisimple Vx E G. 
According to [2, Proposition 1.21, every solvable ad-semisimple Lie algebra 
is abelian. Cartan subalgebras H of ad-semisimple Lie algebras are therefore 
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abelian. and it has been shown in [3] that if K is an algebraic closure of k, and 
G’:=GakKK, H’:=H@,K, G’=H’@ exERGi, then Gi= {x~G’:[h,x] 
= h(h)x Vh E H’}. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over k. Then G is 
called simple-semiabelian if G is simple and every proper subalgebra H of G is 
abelian. 
If k is perfect, then every simple-semiabelian Lie algebra is ad-semisimple 
(cf. [2]). The first part of the following lemma is well known: 
LEMMA 3. Let L: k be a finite field extension, and let G be finite 
dimensional over L. Then the following assertions hold: 
(1) If G is simple over L, it is over k as well. 
(2) lf k is perfect and G is simple-semiabelian over L, then there is a 
simple-semiabelian Lie algebra @ over k such that ( @)L = G. 
Proof. (2): G is ad-semisimple over L and therefore ad-semisimple over 
k. Let 8 c G be a minimal nonabelian k-subalgebra of G. It has been shown 
in [2] that 8/3(8) is a simple-semiabelian k-Lie-algebra. ( @)r. is a non- 
abelian subalgebra of G and hence equal to G. The center of (55 is therefore 
contained in the center of G and by assumption trivial. This concludes the 
proof of our assertion. n 
REMARK. If G is simple-semiabelian over L, then it is not necessarily 
simple-semiabelian over k. Take for instance k: = Q, L: =Q(&), and con- 
sider G:=Le,@Le,@Le,, [el,ez] = e,, [e,,e,] = e,, [e,,e,] = e2. Then G is 
simple-semiabelian (cf. [2]). The k-vector space 65 : = Q&e,@ Q e2@ Q&e, is 
obviously a proper nonabelian subalgebra of G. 
The example above also illustrates that simple ad-semisimple Lie algebras 
are not necessarily simple-semiabelian. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over k, and suppose 
that there are ideals II,..., J,aG such that G= 03,~=,Ii. Let HcG be a 
Cartan subalgebra. Then the following statements hold: 
(1) H= ~,r=,Ji n H. 
(2) H f? Ii is a Cartan subalgebra of Ii, 1 d i d r. 
Proof Cf. [l, Chapter VII, $2, Proposition 2. n 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let k be perfect with algebraic closure K, and let G be a 
finite dimensional simple ad-semisimple Lie algebra over k. Consider the Lie 
algebra G’ : = Gak K obtained by base field extension. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There is a Cartan subalgebra H of G with Fitting decomposition 
G = H@V such that [V,V] = H. 
(2) There is a Cartan subalgebra H of G such that dim, H = 8 dim, G and 
-XERV’AER~~~~~G’=H’~$~~~G~. 
(3) G’ = $ l:=,s1(2). 
Proof. (1) * (2): Consider the Car-tan decomposition G’ = H’ $ $ h E R 
Gi then V@, K = 03 h E RGi. The condition [V, V] = H yields [Gi, G;] = 0 
Vh, ~1 E R, h + /_r # 0. H’ is abelian by virtue of the ad-semisimplicity of G, 
and Gi = {x E G’: [h, x] = h(h)x Vh E H’}. 
(a) Let A, t.t E R be roots h # + p; then h([G,‘, G’,])= 0. Suppose 
h = C:,i[x,, yi] is an element of [GL’, G’,], xi E G;, yi E GL,, 1~ i < n, 
and let z be a nonzero element of Gi. Then h(h)z = Cyz=,[[xi, yi], z] = 
Cy=l[[xi, zl, Yil+C~=,[xi,[Yi9 zll = O, 
h(h) = 0. 
since [Gi, GJ = [Gi, G’,] = 0. Hence 
(b) T,:=[G;,G’,]@G;@G’,, isanidealofG’Vt.tER. Tp isobviously 
stable under H’, G,‘, and G’,. Let X be an element of R h # f p. Applying 
(a), we obtain [I”, G;] = 0. 
(c) dim,[G,‘, CL,] = 1 VP E R. Suppose that [ G,l, G’,] = 0. Then Tp is 
a solvable ideal of G’. The simplicity of G forces G’ to be semisimple; 
consequently Tp is zero, a contradiction. Let h be an element of [G;‘, G’,] 
such that p(h) = 0. By virtue of (a), h is annihilated by every X E R. As a 
result h lies central in G’ and is therefore equal to 0. The restriction of p to 
[G,‘, G’,] is thus injective, yielding dim,[G;, G’,,] = 1. It is now clear that 
-A E R VX E R. Let R = {A, ,..a, A,, -A, ,..a, -A,}. 
(d) H’= @z??,[Gi,,GI,,]. It can be readily verified that the equation 
H’=Cy=‘=,[Gi,,G’,,] holds. Let j be an element of {l,...,n} and consider 
h = Ci + jhi E [Gii, G:Ai]nCi + j[G; , Gt,,]. By applying (a) to the left hand 
side and right hand side of the equation, we see that h is annihilated by all of 
R. Consequently h is the zero element. 
(e) dim,Gi = 1 Vh E R. Since h],,;,,~hj is injective and [Gi,GL,] is 
nonzero, we find z E G’,, x E Gi such that A([x, z]) = 1. Now let y E G$ 
then y = Mx, Z])Y = [ix, xl, ~1 = [[x, ~1, zl+[x,[z, ~11 = - h([.z, ~11~. The 
assertion becomes now a result of (c), (d), and (e). 
{A 
(2) * (3): Consider the Cartan decomposition G’ = H’ @ @ h E RGi, R = 
1>“‘, A,, -A,,..., - A, }. The dimension of H’ is equal to the dimension 
of the subspace generated by R in the dual space of H’. Hence dim, H’ = 
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dim,({X,,...,X,})<n. On the other hand, we obtain dim, G’ = dim, H’ + 
Cy=,,(dim,Gi +dim,G’, )> dim,H’+2n 2 3dim,H’= dim,G’. This 
shows that diAKH’=n and {Ai,...,h,} is a linearly independent subset of 
H’*. The equation above also guarantees that dim,Gi = 1 Vh E R. As a 
result of the above, h + ~_l is not a root if h # - p. Consequently [Gi, CL] = 0 
tlX z - ~1 E R. The claims (a) and (b) of the first part of the proof apply, and 
T,:=[G;‘,GL,]@G;@G’,, is an ideal of G’. Since dim,G;=l VPER and 
G’ does not possess any solvable nontrivial ideals it follows that dim, T, = 3 
VP E R. We obviously have G’ = Cy=,TAO. By virtue of dim, G’ = 3n the sum 
is necessarily direct. Each TP is a simple Lie algebra and hence isomorphic to 
sl(2). 
(3) * (1): Let H be a Cartan subalgebra of G. Lemma 4 assures the 
validity of dim, H = 4 dim, G. The property - h E R, Vh E R is a result of 
the isomorphism of G’ with @,r=,s1(2). We are now in the position of the 
second part of the proof, and consequently [Gi, G;] = 0 VA # - p E R. If 
G = H @V is the Fitting decomposition of G relative to H then the above 
yields [V, V] = H. W 
DEFINITION. G is called quatemionic if there is a finite field extension 
L: k and a quaternion division algebra Q over L such that G is isomorphic to 
the k-Lie-algebra QP/Ll. 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a quaternionic Lie algebra ooer a perfect field k, and 
let H be a Cartan subalgebra of G. Then the Fitting one component V is an 
irreducible H-module. 
Proof, It suffices to prove the assertion for the case G = Q-/Ll. G is 
simple-semiabelian over L and, according to a result of [2], ad-semisimple. 
Since G is also ad-semisimple over k, it follows that H is abelian. Let (Y be an 
element of L, and consider hi E H, 1~ i 6 2. Then [ah,, he] = a[h,, he] = 
0 E H, which means that ah, E Nor,(H) = H. Hence H is an L-subspace 
of G. 
G possesses a Fitting decomposition G = H@V, where V is an H-irreduc- 
ible L-subspace. Let W c V be an H-irreducible k-subspace. For every h E H, 
ad,(W) can only be equal to 0 or W. Hence there is h, E H such that 
ad,JW)= W. Let w E W and (YE L; then there is wr E W such that w = 
[h,, wl] and aw = [ah,, wl] E W. Consequently W is an L-subspace of V 
and hence equal to V. W 
We are now able to establish the main result on quatemionic Lie algebras: 
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THEOREM 7. Let k be a pe$ect field and let G be a finite dimensional 
Lie algebra over k. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G is quaternionic. 
(2) G is simple and ad-semisimple, and possesses a Cartan subalgebra H 
such that the equation [V, V] = H holds for the Fitting one component V. 
(3) G is simple ad-semisimple and possesses a Cartan subalgebra H such 
that dim, H = f dim, G and the Fitting one component V is an irreducible 
H-module. 
Proof. (1) = (3): Let L: k be a finite field extension such that G = 
Q-/Ll, where Q is a quatemion division algebra over L. According to 
Lemma 3, G is simple ad-semisimple. The assertion becomes now a result of 
Lemma 6 and Proposition 5. 
(3) * (2): Let K be an algebraic closure of k, and let G’ = H’@ @ x E sGi 
be the Car-tan decomposition of the Lie algebra obtained by base field 
extension. An application of Proposition 2 yields dim, Gi = 1 VA E R. If 
R= {X,,...,X,, -Xi ,..., -h,} t<n; then H’=C:=,[Gix,G’,,] and 
dim,H’< t. By assumption we have dim,G’= dim,H’+ n + t 2 3dim,H’ 
= dim, G’. Hence we obtain 2t > 2dim, H’= n + t, which means that n = t. 
Since - h E R t/X E R, we may apply Proposition 5 in order to obtain the 
desired result. 
(2) * (1): Consider A : = Cen E,d,cc,(ad(G)). Then by Schur’s Lemma and 
[G,G]=G, A:k is a finite field extension. A is therefore perfect. G is 
obviously simple over A. Let K be an algebraic closure of A. Then G @‘a K is 
known to be simple (cf. [4]), and there exists a unique epimorphism f: Gak K 
~G~~KofLiealgebrassuchthatf(x8cx)=x~~V~~G,V’a~K,Accord- 
ing to Proposition 5 there exist three-dimensional simple ideals T,, . . . , T, a G 
@.k K such that G@, K = @ ,T= lT,. Since f is smjective, f( T,) is an ideal of 
G@,K, 1~ i < r. The simplicity of G@, K then yields the existence of i, such 
that f(T,,) = G@, K, proving that the dimension of G over A is equal to 3. 
Since G is ad-semisimple over k, we know that 0 is the only eigenvalue of ad, 
in k Vx E G. Every two-dimensional nonabelian A-subalgebra of G gives rise 
to a nonzero k-eigenvalue of an appropriately chosen element x of G. 
Therefore G is simple-semiabelian over A. Hence there exists a quatemion 
division algebra Q over A such that G = Q-/A. 1, which means that G is 
quatemionic. W 
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